
NOTES:

TODAY I AM
GRATEFUL FOR: TODAY'S MANTRA

DATE:WARDROBE
Inspiration ~ can you think of three items
you can feature in your wardrobe?

Intention ~ how do you want to feel in this
space? (e.g. relaxed, inspired, confident, happy)

Habits ~ what new practices are you willing
to implement?

Maintain ~ how can you involve your family
to upkeep the solutions you created?

Divide your wardrobe into Zones:

Curating

Clutter Crisis

Solutions

This could be by specific categories 
 Shirts - tank, long sleeve, blouse, dress, turtleneck
 Sweaters - knits, casual, sport, hoodies
 Pants - jeans, trousers, dress, leggings, sports
 Dresses - seasonal, long, short, work, event

Or more general categories of all items under one
specific category (all pants together, all shirts, etc.)

1.
2.
3.
4.

invest in pieces that you love and are going to last
try not to buy what is in fashion and stick to what works
for you body 
stop living in the past and holding on to what doesn't fit
- appreciate your present body and where you are at
this moment
dress yourself in a way that supports your goals and
aspirations

What items in your wardrobe make you feel confident

Too many items per category
Unsure of how you want to present yourself
Lack of storage solutions - over buying/wasted space
Spontaneous purchases to feel good, quick fix that was
not properly thought out
Using the right hangers for the space
Not identifying with what you own or with what works
Poor time management
Unable to see the pieces that you love

weeding out the pieces that no longer fit or serve you
sell your clothes online or through consignment
transform your buyers high into givers high - donate
avoid decision fatigue and create a capsule wardrobe
small space? try a seasonal wardrobe
adopt a one in one out mindset
fix or mend any favourite garments
install a modular closet and use labelled bins
colour code and use space saving folding techniques

YOU CAN LET GO OF THESE:
items that root you in the past
anything that does not project the image
you want
items that are itchy or uncomfortable
bras, underwear and socks that are past
their prime
heels that are too high to walk in
hand-me-downs you don't like
anything that brings up negative feelings
hats that are misshaped or stained and
cannot be worn
broken hangers
accessories that have served their time
swimsuits that you no longer like or fit
high-maintenance items you don't wear


